One Chaat + Curry & Rice To-Go $18

PICK ONE

CHILI GOBI (V)
Cauliflower, lightly fried and tossed in a sauce of garlic, green chili, soy, and kashmiri chili. Served on a bed of cabbage.

Samosa Chaat (VEG)
Scratch-made, flaky pastry stuffed with a spiced potato mash. Served alongside a spicy garbanzo bean stew, chutneys, and crunchy chickpea noodles. This dish will come deconstructed with simple assembly instructions so it stays fresh to-go.

AND

PICK ONE:
Your choice of our VEGETARIAN or NON-VEGETARIAN Curry & Rice To-Go (Including all special curries!)

One Chaat + 2 Curry & Rices To-Go + Dessert $30

PICK ONE

CHILI GOBI (V)
Cauliflower, lightly fried and tossed in a sauce of garlic, green chili, soy, and kashmiri chili. Served on a bed of cabbage.

Samosa Chaat (VEG)
Scratch-made, flaky pastry stuffed with a spiced potato mash. Served alongside a spicy garbanzo bean stew, chutneys, and crunchy chickpea noodles. This dish will come deconstructed with simple assembly instructions so it stays fresh to-go.

AND

PICK TWO:
Your choice of our VEGETARIAN or NON-VEGETARIAN Curry & Rice To-Go (Including all special curries!)

PLUS
A shareable portion of one of our house-made desserts!